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Abstract
This essay explores the forgotten history of the founding of the Joint Center for Urban Studies 
of MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and Harvard University and the challenges it 
faced in putting its multidisciplinary urban studies method to work, in Venezuela, in the early 
1960s. The first part “Cambridge, Massachusetts” details the Center’s creation and the mix of 
personal and professional relationships that shaped its structure and mission. The second part 
“Ciudad Guayana, Venezuela” retraces the Center’s role in building Ciudad Guayana. While 
the existing scholarship has portrayed the Center’s expedition to Venezuela as a botched 
experiment in midcentury utopian modernism, there’s more to the story. Building on recent 
work that has uncovered a converging transatlantic critique of the “urban renewal order,” this 
essay sheds light on why the Center went to rural Venezuela, where there weren’t supposed 
to be many people, to hone a new planning technique that purported to “reckon with the lives 
and living habits of human beings.”
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In the midst of the busy 1964 commencement season, the Boston Globe ran an article tritely titled 
“The Changing University.”1 That the American university had been changing rapidly since World 
War II was hardly news: enrollments were at an all-time high, government support for students 
and research was ascendant, and so too the general public’s faith in the ability of the sector, and 
the experts who ran it, to produce cutting-edge research and democratic citizens.2 Yet the Globe’s 
article went beyond mere “pomp and circumstance,” providing insights on a critical but little 
known transformation of the ivory tower that was quietly extending American academic authority 
to a global scale: “the birth and evolving and multiplying of the ‘center.’” What was an academic 
research center? It was “something new, a device to reach across all the old lines, departments, 
academic disciplines . . . and across national boundaries to bring scholars from everywhere. Why? 
To attack problems so large that they had never been properly assaulted before. . . .”3
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At the time, no domestic problem was as big as the city and no center as adventuresome as the 
Joint Center for Urban Studies of MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and Harvard 
University.4 Formed in 1959 with a major grant from the Ford Foundation, the Joint Center was 
the brainchild of two ambitious, self-styled “urbanists” and friends—Harvard city planner Martin 
Meyerson (age thirty-seven), and MIT land economist and regional development specialist Lloyd 
Rodwin (age forty-one)—who wanted a space to explore “the problems and potentialities of 
urban areas and regions” from a multiplicity of disciplines and methodologies. Located in the 
heart of Cambridge Square, away from both campuses so its multidisciplinary work could flour-
ish, the Joint Center was envisioned as a “bridge between fundamental research and policy appli-
cation at national and international as well as local levels.”5 Similar to the other centers at Harvard 
and MIT, the Joint Center ran on soft money and contract work, but neither Meyerson, the Joint 
Center’s founding director, nor Rodwin, his reliable number two, was interested in running a 
consulting firm by another name. Their vision for the Joint Center and its research on the prob-
lems of the city was in service to a grander calling: namely, to inject the field of city planning 
with a new multidisciplinary method known as urban studies.6

The Joint Center’s theoretical map for urban studies drew ideas from across the disciplines, 
especially the social and behavioral sciences. After World War II, as Ellen Herman and others 
have shown, experts from an array of professional communities mined the human sciences in 
search of fresh insights and ostensibly value-neutral empirical methods.7 Meyerson and Rodwin, 
together with their collaborators, were part of this budding midcentury multidisciplinary 
“romance.” Indeed, the cross-fertilization of the “social sciences in urban and regional studies,” 
Rodwin recalled, “was the main reason for the organization . . . of the Joint Center.”8

On a practical level, the Joint Center’s nascent urban studies method relied on multidisci-
plinary social-science team research to examine the interaction of individuals and institutions in 
a thick context. The organization of research teams to conduct comprehensive analyses of the 
physical environment and its inhabitants—to close the gap between the planners and the popula-
tion—represented the Joint Center’s core aspiration. Unlike old-school master planners who 
thought only about the built environment, or latter-day advocacy planners who worried only 
about the people, urban studies offered a third way that claimed to treat people and the physical 
environment as constitutive parts of the planning process.9 The memorandum of agreement 
between MIT and Harvard, delineating the Joint Center’s charge, underscored the point: “The 
purpose of the new Joint Center for Urban Studies will be to focus research on the physical envi-
ronment of cities and regions, the social, economic, governmental, legal technical and aesthetic 
forces that shape them, and the interrelations between urbanization and society.”10

Meyerson and Rodwin’s concern for everyday people living and working in the city had not 
been learned at Harvard, where both men earned advanced credentials in the late 1940s, but “on 
the job,” in planning and public housing offices in the United States and around the world. 
Charter members of the postwar planning generation, they came of age following the unfulfilled 
promise of the New Deal, during the heady days of urban renewal when the federal government 
vested city authorities with eminent domain powers and funding to extinguish the smoldering 
“urban crisis.”11 Confronted by a host of challenges—crumbling infrastructure, old housing 
stock, high taxes, chronic privation, and population decline—city leaders and chambers of com-
merce turned to “renewal” to rebuild the downtown business district from the ground up.12

The “culture of clearance” that cut through the postwar period was fraught with social, politi-
cal, and economic consequences.13 Redevelopment delivered gleaming new structures and super-
highways but also obliterated entire city neighborhoods and displaced an estimated 3.8 million 
people, a disproportionate number of whom were racial and ethnic minorities. New public hous-
ing complexes that soon enough became the “second ghetto” absorbed some of the exiled, though 
not all.14 Then again, sheltering dislocated residents, despite an expectation of “just compensa-
tion,” was never the point of urban renewal. Its primary goal was to build interstates and athletic 
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stadiums, high-rise apartments and mixed-use properties to help attract wealthy, upwardly mobile 
suburban consumers and business firms back to the city center.15 While analyses found that the 
economic impact of urban renewal varied widely from one city to another, by the early 1960s, 
mounting concerns over the human toll of the “federal bulldozer” compelled Meyerson and 
Rodwin to chart a different course. The Joint Center was at the center of the effort to create a 
more humane urban studies method, couched in the social sciences, to train better planners and 
build better cities.16

While much is known about the Joint Center’s contribution to the training of urban studies 
researchers and the development of the field of urban studies, this essay excavates the forgotten 
history of the Joint Center’s founding and the difficulties it faced in putting its multidisciplinary 
urban studies method to work.17 The first part “Cambridge, Massachusetts” details the establish-
ment of the Joint Center and the mix of personal and professional relationships that shaped its 
organizational structure and intellectual mission. Negotiations occurred over several years and 
involved parties from MIT and Harvard as well as the Ford Foundation, the Center’s primary 
funder, whose incorrigible program officer, Paul Ylvisaker, encouraged the partnership between 
the two universities along with the Center’s multidisciplinary bearing. Although scholars have 
long observed the influence of funding agents on the university’s research function, the granular 
personal correspondence included here offers a rare glimpse into the choices, challenges, and 
compromises that clients and patrons confront when working together on large-scale organiza-
tional and intellectual projects, like center building and the development of new multidisciplinary 
fields of inquiry.18

Unearthing the origins of the Joint Center is necessary to make sense of the events in the sec-
ond part of this essay “Ciudad Guayana, Venezuela.” In 1961, the Venezuelan government offered 
the Joint Center the chance to put its urban studies method to the test, promising something no 
U.S. mayor could: the opportunity to “build a city from scratch.”19 Ciudad Guayana, located “on 
the empty, grassy plains of southern Venezuela,” in Bolivar State, was that city, and Rodwin, 
who’d done extensive overseas work, seized the chance to help design a “dream city” in the 
hopes of ending the nightmare of urban-decline-and-renewal that haunted the postwar metropo-
lis.20 The small existing scholarship has portrayed the Joint Center’s expedition to Ciudad 
Guayana as a botched experiment in midcentury utopian design, but there’s more to the story.21 
Building on recent work that has uncovered a converging transatlantic critique of the “urban 
renewal order” that hastened its “collapse,”22 this essay sheds light on why the Joint Center went 
all the way to rural Venezuela, where there were not supposed to be many people, to test Rodwin’s 
claim that “the city of tomorrow must reckon with the lives and living habits of human beings.”23 
This was the Joint Center’s plan, at any rate—that is, until the plan went awry deep in the 
Venezuelan countryside.

Cambridge, Massachusetts

None of the official publications of the Joint Center for Urban Studies of MIT and Harvard 
University tells the true story of its founding. All they reveal is this: The Ford Foundation made 
public its grant “to help establish a Joint Center for Urban Studies” in an October 21, 1958, press 
release that was totally ignored by national media outlets.24 Months passed without a word before 
details of the inter-university center and its “revolutionary” agenda finally surfaced in late 
February 1959, in the pages of the Harvard Crimson and the MIT Tech, a few days before presi-
dents Nathan M. Pusey of Harvard and Julius Stratton of MIT finally announced the establish-
ment of the Joint Center on March 4, by way of, what else, a joint press release from the Harvard 
News Office.25 That same day, the New York Times ran a brief story on page 7 that filled in the 
gaps, explaining, “The center will be international in scope, intended to provide a stimulating 
environment for scholars engaged in urban research in the United States and abroad.”26
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In fact, the origins of the Joint Center had been unwittingly hatched two years earlier, in 
1957, as two separate plans for two different and already existing centers, one at Harvard and 
the other at MIT. This reflected each school’s strategy to upgrade the old field of city planning 
with the new profession of urban studies by deploying sophisticated social science methods to 
study and understand the complex behavioral, psychological, and economic interaction of indi-
viduals and their physical environment.27 Harvard’s Graduate School of Design (GSD) moved 
first, hiring Martin Meyerson as the inaugural Frank Backus Williams Professor of City 
Planning and Urban Research and director of the fledgling Urban Studies Center.28 Meyerson 
possessed an unusually accomplished résumé, even by Harvard’s standards. A graduate of 
Columbia University and Harvard’s GSD master’s program in city planning, Meyerson had 
bobbed and weaved in and out of academia throughout his career. Following a short turn in the 
Philadelphia city planning office, he headed to Chicago in 1945 to work as a planner at Michael 
Reese Hospital, the city’s biggest private medical care provider, located on the hardscrabble, 
racially stratified South Side. Unlikely as it might have seemed then, the relationships that 
Meyerson formed in Chicago would shape the rest of his professional life. At Michael Reese, 
he worked for architect Reginald Isaacs, who, in 1953, would move on to the Department of 
City and Regional Planning at Harvard, and, as chair, help to recruit Meyerson four years later. 
Meyerson also crossed paths with the president of the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT), 
Henry T. Heald, the future president of the Ford Foundation, the main financial backer of the 
Joint Center in 1959. Isaacs, Heald, and Meyerson got an up-close look at the costs of urban 
decentralization and the price city planners and business leaders were willing to pay to fight it: 
IIT and Michael Reese formed the nucleus of the South Side Planning Board, headed by Heald, 
which helped insulate the hospital and IIT from racial succession through the acquisition and 
clearance of more than a hundred adjacent acres and the dispersal of the thousands of mostly 
African American residents who once called it home. According to historian Arnold Hirsch, 
the board’s handy work, which it managed in close concert with the Chicago Housing Authority, 
previewed the Illinois Redevelopment Act of 1947, the country’s first state-level clearance and 
redevelopment legislation, and a model for federally sponsored urban renewal action under the 
Housing Act of 1949.29

Meyerson left Michael Reese in 1948 to become an assistant professor of city planning at  
nearby University of Chicago, where Rexford Tugwell, the former New Dealer and doyen of the 
failed Greenbelt City resettlement program, had just been appointed director of the Program in 
Education and Research in Planning.30 If Meyerson was looking to get out of the urban renewal 
business—and the unpleasantness that accompanied it—he went to the wrong place. Just as he 
arrived, the university was embarking on its own redevelopment strategy to create a land buffer 
around its Hyde Park campus, following the South Side Planning Board’s lead, convinced that it 
was “not possible to operate and maintain a great university in a deteriorating or slum neighbor-
hood,” as University of Chicago president Lawrence Kimpton bluntly put it.31

Whether it was possible to operate a great university in a slum neighborhood would remain 
an open question for decades; whether it was possible to run a city planning program in a slum 
neighborhood was answered much sooner. Chicago’s program hit the skids in the early 1950s 
before closing in 1953, just after Meyerson had preemptively decamped for the University of 
Pennsylvania, where he found the right circumstances for his scholarship to flourish. In 1955, 
Meyerson published Politics, Planning and the Public Interest, coauthored with University of 
Chicago political scientist Edward Banfield, later Meyerson’s Harvard colleague. A critical 
examination of the Chicago Housing Authority, the book explored the role of racial politics 
and vested interests in the fraught debates over where to build public housing in the Windy 
City.32 Meyerson’s subtle reconsideration of the planning profession (if not his own career) 
evinced by the book came into even sharper focus when, later that year, he agreed to serve as 
research vice president of the New York–based American Council to Improve Our 
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Neighborhoods (ACTION), a Ford-funded nonprofit advocacy group “organized . . . for slum 
clearance and community betterment” that recruited neighborhood members into the renewal 
process. Always on the lookout for new opportunities, Meyerson, who had already turned 
down Harvard once before, accepted an offer in 1957, taking the ACTION research office and 
staff from Philadelphia to Cambridge when he did.33 Meyerson was comfortable moving 
between academic and planning circles, and he joined Harvard because the appointment also 
included the chance to run the Center for Urban Studies, conceived as the “research arm of the 
school” and “advised by Faculty members drawn from disciplines throughout the University.”34

At nearly the same time, Meyerson’s friend and fellow New Yorker Lloyd Rodwin, associate 
professor of land economics at MIT, was appointed the director of the new Center for Urban and 
Regional Studies. In the works for a number of years, MIT’s center, like Harvard’s, was created 
to strengthen the department’s research program by bringing attention to “the physical environ-
ment of cities and regions, the forces that shape them, and the interrelations between urbanization 
and society.”35 Rodwin’s career traced Meyerson’s, if at a slightly less torrid pace. After graduat-
ing from City College, he enrolled in a $10 course on city planning at the New School for Social 
Research. He was hooked, working in various planning positions, first as a researcher for his 
New School instructor and New York City public housing maven and advocate for the world’s 
poor Charles Abrams, next in the U.S. Defense Housing Program in Washington, D.C. during the 
war.36 After Rodwin was drafted by the army but failed his physical, he decided to head back to 
school, earning a master’s degree in economics from the University of Wisconsin and, in 1949, a 
PhD in regional planning from Harvard University.37

A specialist in urban and regional housing problems of the developing world, Rodwin made 
his name with the publication of The British New Towns Policy (1956), a vivid policy history of 
British urban planning from Ebenezer Howard’s utopian Garden Cities movement at the dawn of 
the twentieth century to the post–World War II New Towns program. Rodwin, who spent a year 
in England on a Fulbright doing research, was clearly impressed by Britain’s two-prong planning 
model, comprising urban decentralization and peripheral resettlement, and thought it offered 
great insight for similar programs elsewhere, especially in the developing world.38 The study 
revealed Rodwin’s strong sympathies for city dwellers, typical of his humanistic conception of 
urban studies, and also evidenced his commitment, shared by Meyerson, to using research to 
inform current policymaking.39 Because the center model was the best way to link the academic 
to the practical, Rodwin welcomed the opportunity to serve as the director of the new Center for 
Urban and Regional Studies—a role that came with a two-thirds-reduction in teaching responsi-
bilities and the prospect of a speedy promotion.40

From the beginning, Meyerson and Rodwin discussed whether and how their dual centers, 
separated by less than two miles, in the same city, at work on similar problems, might forge a 
mutually beneficial partnership. Although the details of the conversations of the fall semester 
of 1957 are faintly revealed by the archival record, it is clear that neither man was initially 
interested in a single center of the sort that in the end emerged. Rather, they thought that some 
“collaboration” was wise and that an informal “non-aggression pact,” as Rodwin put it, in a 
memo to Julius Stratton, newly appointed as MIT’s acting president, would suffice. Under 
these terms, Rodwin’s and Meyerson’s centers would share a name—“The Center for Urban-
Regional Studies at Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology”—but 
each center would “have its own Director and will be administratively independent of the 
other,” joining forces on an as-needed basis.41 With such a plan in mind, both men prepared and 
submitted separate funding requests to the Ford Foundation. The program officer who received 
those requests, Paul Ylvisaker, head of the new Public Affairs Program, was not impressed 
with what he read (Figure 1).42

A native Minnesotan of Norwegian descent, Ylvisaker’s climb up the professional ladder 
started at the bottom; he attended junior college and matriculated from there to the University 
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of Minnesota and, eventually, to Harvard University. There, Ylvisaker was a Littauer Fellow 
and earned a master’s degree in public administration and then a doctorate in political eco-
nomics and government in 1948, meeting Rodwin and Meyerson while doing so. His disserta-
tion was a case study of local government in Blue Earth County, Minnesota, where he had 
worked before moving to Cambridge. The study foreshadowed his own future in city govern-
ment and crystallized his belief in compromise and social deliberation as the keys to efficient 
and effective government operations.43 The next seven years were spent in Philadelphia, 
where the busy Ylvisaker split his time between teaching at Swarthmore College and working 
as the executive secretary to Democratic Mayor Joseph Clark. When Clark announced that he 
was running for the U.S. Senate (a seat he won in 1956), the exhausted Ylvisaker, a lifelong 
diabetic of frail health and deteriorating eyesight, decided it was time for a change. In 1955, 
he accepted a program officer position at the Ford Foundation, where he worked for the next 
twelve years.44

Ylvisaker arrived to the Ford Foundation’s new Madison Avenue offices in New York just as 
the foundation was revising its mission.45 Founded in 1936 as a family charity and tax shelter, 
after the death of Henry Ford in 1947, his massive bequest turned the foundation into the richest 
in the world, provoking Ford’s grandson, Henry Ford II, to convene a study committee to set a 
new course for the organization. Rowan Gaither, a San Francisco–based attorney with ties to 
MIT, was hired to lead the effort. The study that his team produced, Report of the Study for the 
Ford Foundation on Policy and Programs (1949), widely known as the Gaither Report, set the 
foundation on a course for global engagement that just so happened to align with the problems of 
the unfolding cold war standoff.46 Although the Ford Foundation would forever be linked to 
global philanthropic pursuits, by the time that Ylvisaker was hired, the Ford was shifting direc-
tion toward a fresh set of issues that hit much closer to home. As chief officer of the new Public 

Figure 1. Paul Ylvisaker, 1960.
Source: Image B78-F1272, Ford Foundation Photographs, courtesy Rockefeller Archive Center.
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Affairs Program, Ylvisaker, like all officers at the foundation, enjoyed broad discretion over his 
program, and he placed urban affairs and the problems of the city—what he called “gray areas”—
at the very top of his list.47

Ylvisaker wrote and published his own work on the current challenges and future prospects of 
city life, stumping across the country promoting the Ford Foundation’s goal to advance human 
welfare. He believed in planning—and considered himself a planner—but disavowed top-down 
planning of the sort that was still being pursued in most metropolitan areas. He was critical of 
dreamy city planners and their penchant for “escapist” fantasies of urban mastery. He likewise 
doubted the veracity of “regionalism” as an organizing frame—“an area,” he quipped, “safely 
larger than the last one [i.e., the city] to whose problems we found no solution”—because it 
obscured city life, which he considered the only unit of analysis worth studying.48 The future of 
the city, he insisted, would depend on “more research, more action, and a better balance between 
them.”49 And the future of urban studies, he thought, would require spending less time focusing 
on “real estate” assessments and “physical plant” expansion and more time worrying about the 
“humane purpose of the city”—“the People.”50

In other words, Ylvisaker’s vision for urban studies shared much in common with Rodwin 
and Meyerson, with whom he twice met in December 1957 to discuss how the three of them 
might join forces. The direction of the talks caught Rodwin and Meyerson off guard because 
what Ylvisaker proposed—a true joint center with one director, address, research staff, and 
set of problems—was not what either man wanted. This was the pretext for the December 5, 
1957, memo that Rodwin dashed off to his boss, Julius Stratton, alerting him to Ylvisaker’s 
funding conditions. In the memo, Rodwin agreed with Ylvisaker that “the problems of urban-
ism need to be attacked on an interdisciplinary basis” but was suspicious of his other ideas. 
Ylvisaker wanted a comprehensive agreement that articulated expectations and responsibili-
ties; Rodwin and Meyerson, a looser structure and opportunities for voluntary participation. 
Rodwin wrote,

In our judgment it is better for both Universities to set up Centers in this field, as they have done, and 
to bring men representing different disciplines into the research program. We don’t believe urban and 
regional problems will ever be of more than marginal interest [to most faculty]. It is far better, we think 
to strengthen the programs with a major interest in these problems and develop an interdisciplinary 
focus.

In sum, Rodwin thought that Ylvisaker’s plan was too heavy-handed and would likely “arouse 
resentment and also stifle independent efforts which may also be desirable.”51

Rodwin and Meyerson met again with Ylvisaker, in New York, on December 20, to try and 
iron out their differences, but to no avail. After the “expected banter,” Rodwin recalled, things 
turned sour, both sides at loggerheads, Ylvisaker visibly “put out” by Harvard and MIT’s contin-
ued resistance. Frustrated, Ylvisaker wondered whether he might not get different answers from 
MIT president Julius Stratton, whom he planned to meet in Cambridge, after the winter holi-
days.52 That meeting occurred in late January 1958, the thrust of which was neatly summarized 
in a follow-up “aide-memoire” sent to Stratton, laying out Ylvisaker’s position on what needed 
to occur for the desired funding to materialize. Ylvisaker began by telling Stratton that the 
“demand for our money appears to be infinite” and that there was no shortage of proposals out 
there “attempting a sortie on our treasury.” After culling the application pile, there remained 
roughly $20 million of eminently fundable research proposals left to fight it out for the “$3 mil-
lions remaining of our $4 million 1957-58 program budget,” he continued. The “competitive 
environment” was doubly so because “the field is in flux, and the men available and qualified to 
do the work are few,” and many of the proposals “build on hopes of obtaining the same key 
people, or express overlapping ambitions to fulfill the same purpose.” After taking into 
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consideration all these factors, he had decided that the best way to proceed was “through a list of 
priorities as to what most needs doing, and how best to use available resources.” This brought 
him to the main subjects—the future of urban studies at Harvard and MIT and his wish for a 
“combined approach to urban problems” that would result in the “full exchange among all the 
diverse elements that comprise the Harvard-MIT complex.” Ylvisaker still wanted what he had 
wanted all along: a joint center.53

Ylvisaker insisted he was not demanding “that Harvard and MIT fit their applications to a 
prescribed form,” or trying to “suggest or impose a pattern” on their plans for urban affairs, but 
that is how Stratton interpreted it. He wrote Ylvisaker to tell him that he had arranged a “joint 
discussion” between Harvard and MIT now that “all parties involved . . . have a clearer under-
standing of the aims of the Foundation in this wide urban field, of the multiplicity of demands 
and possibilities from which you must make your choice, and of the limitations within which you 
must work.” He thanked Ylvisaker for the “extremely healthy interchange”—a bit ironically 
since Ylvisaker had fallen victim to the “family’s bug” in his turn back to New York—telling him 
that he would be “disappointed if Harvard and MIT together fail to produce a positive, imagina-
tive proposal.”54

Stratton convened the meeting three weeks later. Meyerson and Rodwin attended with their 
respective deans, Jose Sert of Harvard and Pietro Belluschi of MIT. They were joined by 
McGeorge Bundy, dean of Harvard’s Faculty of Arts and Sciences and President Pusey’s point 
man on urban studies.55 Over the next several months, Bundy—who would leave Harvard in 
1961 to serve in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, moving from there to the presidency 
of the Ford Foundation in 1966—assumed responsibility as the chief negotiator with his future 
employer, as the plans for the center began to take concrete form. It was at the March 5 meeting 
in Stratton’s office that the two sides decided to explore the possibility of creating “one genuinely 
unified Urban Research Center.” Bundy and Stratton viewed it as “the ideal course” but left it to 
Rodwin and Meyerson, and their colleagues, to make the final decision as to whether “a really 
unified undertaking is something they can and will support.” In a letter to Ylvisaker on behalf of 
his MIT and Harvard colleagues, Bundy’s description of the joint center must have warmed 
Ylvisaker’s heart. Wrote Bundy, “The individuals who might participate in such a Center would 
of course have in most cases a separate connection with some department in one or another of the 
two sponsoring institutions, but research projects, special meetings, and other work proper to a 
research center rather than to a department of instruction would be carried on under the auspices, 
and to a degree, at the offices of a single enterprise.” Bundy closed by thanking Ylvisaker for 
being such a “powerful stimulant” and for encouraging Harvard and MIT to consider this “more 
adventurous option.”56

On April 10, Bundy again wrote Ylvisaker, this time with even better news. MIT and 
Harvard had decided they would withdraw their individual grant proposals and unite “the 
activities of the separate urban studies Centers at the two institutions into a Joint Center for 
Urban Studies.” Bundy waxed on about the possibilities of the undertaking, comparing it 
favorably with the Russian Research Center at Harvard and to the Center for International 
Studies at MIT, already mapping out plans for a bold agenda and a new building from which 
to operate. “MIT and Harvard will evolve a common research effort in urban research,” Bundy 
promised. “Major research efforts by the two institutions in this subject area will be conducted 
through the Joint Center.” Experts from all fields would be welcome, but especially experts 
“from fields not previously involved in urban studies”—education, philosophy, business, and, 
in particular, the social sciences. They would gather and work together in a conveniently 
located building with accommodations for offices, a library, secretaries, food service, meet-
ings, and research activities, perhaps something modeled on the Center for Advanced Study in 
the Behavioral Sciences in Palo Alto, Bundy mused, paid for with “funds from industry and 
other sources.” The letter included a draft memorandum of agreement, a budget request for 
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$600,000 a year over eight years, and a cheery “expectation of success for this collaboration, 
unique in this field.”57

Having met Ylvisaker’s demand for a joint enterprise, Bundy assumed that the remaining 
details would fall into place. That confidence was tested during the summer, as discussions broke 
down over budget and organizational matters. In each case, Cambridge would succumb to New 
York. The first issue was money. Ylvisaker rebuffed Harvard and MIT’s original eight-year, $4.8 
million proposal, ultimately chiseling Bundy and company down to $675,000 over half as many 
years.58 The second issue was the leadership structure of the Joint Center. Ylvisaker wanted a 
single director while Rodwin and Meyerson preferred joint administration, “pointing out that if 
they jointly set policy and recruit researchers . . . there wouldn’t be much left for the new man to 
do.”59 Once again, Ylvisaker got his way. Meyerson was appointed the first director of the Joint 
Center, while Rodwin was named chairman of the Faculty Committee and charged with oversee-
ing academic policies and programs. Two additional layers were added to the organizational 
chart: the Administrative Committee, comprising presidentially appointed representatives and 
chaired by Carl Floe, vice president for research at MIT, whose office, then and later, assumed 
responsibility for the Joint Center’s “business affairs”; and the Visiting Committee, led by Boston 
Brahmin Thomas Cabot of the Cabot Corporation and staffed by “national leaders in business, 
professional, and civic affairs” whose purpose was to advise the Joint Center on its direction and 
activities.60

These were the basic terms of the memorandum of agreement that Presidents Stratton and 
Pusey signed on January 11, 1959. It was a “simple and hopeful” document that “avoided 
detailed discussions of . . . procedures because,” Bundy wrote Stratton, “I think no paper can 
help us in a matter that depends basically on trust.”61 Ten months later, the Joint Center hosted 
an open house at its Cambridge headquarters, just off Harvard Square at 66 Church Street, 
above Sage Market, next to Rizzo Custom Tailors. Not exactly the facility that Bundy had 
dreamed about, but it would have to do. It was time for Meyerson and Rodwin to roll up their 
sleeves and get to work.62

Ciudad Guayana, Venezuela

Meyerson and Rodwin spent year 1 on core intellectual and organization building activities. They 
recruited leading scholars and graduate students from Cambridge and beyond, convened talks 
and conferences, and established a publishing arm to disseminate the Joint Center’s most impor-
tant findings. Rodwin’s Faculty Committee, meanwhile, spent its time sharpening the Joint 
Center’s research agenda, which, by year 2, had coalesced around four areas: urban growth, 
transportation and technology, urban design, and urban problems in developing countries.63

The final research strand on developing countries turned out to be the most consequential to 
the new center as Meyerson and Rodwin worked with all three of their governing bodies to iden-
tify “a theater for their activities,” in a real city, where they might apply their multidisciplinary 
urban studies method. Following lengthy, occasionally difficult closed-door discussions about 
what city to study and under what conditions, Meyerson and Rodwin were given the go ahead, in 
early 1961, to pursue a research and development project in a remote part of Venezuela, three 
hundred miles from the capital of Caracas, at the confluence of the Orinoco and Caroni Rivers, 
in the sparsely inhabited Guayana Region. That the Joint Center’s first, perhaps defining urban 
study was to take place in Venezuela rather than the United States was not the only surprising 
thing about this decision. Even more remarkable was the fact that the city at the center of the 
project—Ciudad Guayana—was not yet built (Figure 2).64

Founded on July 2, 1961, by decree of President Romulo Betancourt, Ciudad Santo Tomé de 
Guayana, colloquially known as Ciudad Guayana, was a planned industrial city built to exploit 
the natural resources of the region.65 Betancourt, the “Father of Venezuelan Democracy” and 
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leader of the reform party Acción Democrática, set his sights on the development of Guayana 
shortly after his election in 1959. The upstart Betancourt had previously been head of state from 
1945 to 1948—just long enough to cutoff handouts to foreign firms and to mandate the even split 
of all oil proceeds between the government and the privately owned petroleum companies before 
being ousted by strongman Perez Jimenez. Having survived a coup and a lengthy exile, 
Betancourt’s second-term agenda focused on taking care of unfinished business. At the top of his 
to-do list was the reformation of Venezuela’s booming but unbalanced economy, which, since the 
1920s, had been fueled by oil and iron mining but polluted by the crony capitalism of the mili-
tary-backed “Caracas Oligarchy.”66

The social and economic fallout of the Venezuelan power structure was as paradoxical as it 
was predictable. Despite decades of near-double-digit annual economic growth, Venezuela’s 
overall fiscal health remained weak due to chronic structural infirmities: high unemployment (20 
to 40 percent), widespread illiteracy (35 percent), and an enfranchised, restless squatter commu-
nity that totaled half of Venezuela’s population of eight million.67 As was the case, almost every-
where in Latin America (but in stark contrast to the United States where suburbanization was 
starving downtowns), relentless urban in-migration coupled with a lack of jobs and widespread 
corruption represented the biggest barrier between poverty and plenty. The population of Caracas 
nearly doubled during the 1950s to 1.3 million, and with a massive campesino (poor peasant) 
population, the government could not keep pace with the barrio (slum) expansion that followed. 
So many squatters lived on the hillsides around Caracas in ranchos (shacks) of “earth, cardboard, 

Figure 2. Venezuela, 1961.
Source: Illustration from Lloyd Rodwin, ed., Planning Urban Growth and Regional Development: The Experience of the 
Guayana Program of Venezuela (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1969), inside front cover, courtesy MIT Press.
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old boxes, tin, scrap, stucco, and brick tile” that, during the summer rainy season, “a lava of 
human excrement . . . washed down on the roads below,” spreading disease and contaminating 
food and water supplies.68

Betancourt introduced a series of reforms targeted at diversifying the economy, checking urban 
expansion in the capital city, and shoring up the political support of the burgeoning “barrio bloc” 
that he had energized.69 He helped to resettle nearly fifty thousand landless peasants to govern-
ment-owned parcels.70 He introduced education reforms that increased elementary-school enroll-
ments by 75 percent and dramatically raised functional literacy rates among the poor to 40 
percent.71 He also successfully lobbied the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(OPEC) to protect oil prices abroad. Closer to home, Betancourt promised $4 billion to a new 
government authority, Corporación Venezolana de Guayana (CVG), a spinoff of the Oficina 
Central de Coordinación y Planificación (Cordiplan), which he charged with the economic devel-
opment of the Guayana Region. Cast as a latter-day El Dorado, the lost city of gold, the Guayana 
contained an abundance of natural resources—water, minerals, forests, and access to the Atlantic—
that Betancourt hoped would propel Venezuela’s social and economic modernization.72

The head of the CVG was an enigmatic MIT graduate named Colonel (later General) Rafael 
Alfonso Ravard. It was a meeting between Ravard and Rodwin, while Rodwin was on a consult-
ing assignment in Caracas, in 1959, that led to the Joint Center’s involvement in the preparation 
of “a comprehensive development plan” for Ciudad Guayana two years later.73 The CVG’s five-
year contract with the Joint Center exceeded $1.2 million (dwarfing the Ford’s original grant) and 
required a joint team of Venezuelan and American planners spread across offices in Cambridge, 
Caracas, and Ciudad Guayana. It was precisely the sort of project—“unusual and exciting” in 
Pusey’s words—that Rodwin and Meyerson thought would lead to other big-ticket development 
opportunities elsewhere around the world.74

Meyerson, who soon enough would leave Harvard for the University of California and a 
career in academic administration, appointed Rodwin, the regional planning expert, to manage 
the Ciudad Guayana contract.75 Rodwin wasted no time in hiring two staff members to lead the 
Joint Center’s planning and design committees, later adding an economic committee and social 
policy committee. Norman Williams Jr., the chief of the master planning office in New York and 
the country’s leading zoning expert, was named team director.76 The German émigré architect 
Wilhelm (a.k.a. Willo) von Moltke, whose portfolio included stints in both Europe and the United 
States, was appointed the head of urban design. Von Moltke had been lead designer on projects 
at Brandeis University and the University of Michigan, and most recently served as the chief 
designer of the city planning commission of Philadelphia, where he worked with planner Edmund 
Bacon on the layout of Philadelphia’s Center City renewal project, then in advanced stages of 
development.77 With Rodwin’s help, von Moltke and Williams assembled a rotating staff of 
between thirty and forty social scientists, planners, and designers to work with their CVG coun-
terparts, with whom they shared common training but little else. Rodwin was aware of the cul-
tural and political differences between his and Ravard’s staff. Ravard and his team were political 
conservatives and students of the slash and burn school of planning—the bigger the project the 
better. People were a bother, thought Ravard, whose idea of planning was building dams, bridges, 
and roads. Rodwin and his team, on the other hand, were politically liberal and proponents of 
“comprehensive planning”— that is, planning grounded in the applied social sciences that sought 
to harmonize the relationship between the physical environment and the human beings who 
inhabited it.78

At the outset, it appeared that these different approaches to planning might not matter because 
of the auspicious circumstances surrounding the Guayana program. To begin with, virtually the 
whole region, and nearly half of the metropolitan “development zone,” was publicly owned by 
the CVG. Government ownership alone convinced the American team that the building process 
would run smoothly—at least smoother than the politically messy and time-consuming renewal 
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programs that many of them had participated in back home. There, where cities were thickly 
settled and most property privately held, public redevelopment authorities had to contend with 
land acquisition, resident relocation, and demolition before construction could even start. A 
bureaucratic tangle under optimal circumstances, the renewal process turned even more chal-
lenging following the mobilization of antirenewal community groups in the early 1960s. For 
example, the shift in public opinion that followed the “slum clearance” of Boston’s West End 
immigrant neighborhood presaged the national trend. Among Boston’s first major renewal ven-
tures, the West End Project garnered overwhelming support from the mayor, city planners, devel-
opers, the newspapers, and the archdiocese—everyone but the locals who lived and worked 
there. Although several hundred residents belatedly formed the Save the West End Committee, in 
1957, a year later, the fifty-two-acre neighborhood and its 2,400 families were gone.79 Only after 
the demolition was complete and the land sold at “write down” to private developers did average 
Bostonians finally take stock of what renewal really meant and organize against it (Figure 3).80

No one at the Joint Center wanted the same thing to happen in Venezuela—and no one thought 
it would. For not only was the CVG clothed in absolute power and authorized to build the city as 
it saw fit, the entire Guayana Region was thinly settled with fewer than forty thousand inhabit-
ants.81 Though hardly the Land of Eden often invoked in news reports or by the planners them-
selves, Ciudad Guayana’s empty core, and low-density peripheral settlements at the extreme east 
and west ends of the city plot, seemed, at first blush, “a planner’s dream,” particularly compared 
with the tens of thousands or more inhabitants in most U.S. cities. Such favorable circumstances 
had “the planners figuratively rubb[ing] their hands with the pleasure at the advantages this 
offered,” remarked Rodwin.82

Figure 3. West end project, ca. 1959.
Source: Image WE_0021, “West end project looking northeasterly,” Boston Redevelopment Authority, courtesy 
Boston City Archives.
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Hand-rubbing begat hand-wringing shortly after the Joint Center’s advance team touched 
down in Venezuela on June 21, 1961. Planners Frank Martocci and Donald Appleyard had been 
prepped on the existing elements of the site area. They knew there were two settlements located 
twenty miles apart, separated by the powerful and, from what they had been told, still unbridged 
Caroni River. On the west side of the river was the Orinoco Mining Company (a U.S. Steel sub-
sidiary) and its nearby “middle-class” company town, Puerto Ordaz (est. 1952), designed by 
Dean Jose Sert of the Harvard GSD. On the east side of the Caroni, nestled on the banks of the 
larger Orinoco, was the old port town of San Felix (ca. 1550) and its abutting rancho villages, or 
shantytowns, of El Roble, La Laja, and Dalla Costa. Martocci and Appleyard knew about the 
Macauga hydroelectric dam and the even bigger Guri dam, Ravard’s pet project, then in the 
works. They also knew about the Guayana’s geological riches: the high grade iron ore (65 percent 
pure) at Cerro Bolivar, the salt works at Araya, the coal mines at Naricual, and the rest of the 
region’s untapped mineral deposits (Figure 4).83

There was also plenty that Martocci and Appleyard did not know, however, as the preliminary 
information they had been provided, Appleyard recollected, turned out to be “scant and poorly 
understood.”84 They had expected to find “virgin territory,” but instead found thousands of 
migrants living in “shacks scattered everywhere,”85 lured south from Caracas to Ciudad Guayana 
by the CVG as part of its strategy to depopulate the capital city and the adjacent central high-
lands.86 These migrants arrived landless and penniless and in search of a city and jobs that did not 
yet exist. The Americans planners were chastened by their “ignorance of the landscape” and their 
lack of knowledge of the site area. “Usually there is a time gap between the planners, who are 
there before the city is built, and the inhabitants, who arrive after it is finished,” remarked 
Appleyard, wistfully. Not so in Ciudad Guayana.87

Moreover, Martocci and Appleyard were shocked to learn that their CVG counterparts in 
Caracas had surreptitiously agreed to a design plan and even begun work on several major proj-
ects. Rumored to have been prepared by a British planner “on the back of an envelope after a 
flying one-day visit,” the plan included a bypass around San Felix, then underway, along with a 

Figure 4. Ciudad Guayana, 1961.
Source: Illustration from Lloyd Rodwin, ed., Planning Urban Growth and Regional Development: The Experience of 
the Guayana Program of Venezuela (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1969), 127, courtesy MIT Press.
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new all-purpose port east of town. The CVG had also broken ground on the Caroni Bridge, the 
main link between the west and east sides of the river. Planning had progressed so far, in fact, 
festivities were set to lay the cornerstone at the proposed city center on Venezuela’s Independence 
Day on July 5, less than two weeks away. Alarmed by these events, Appleyard and Martocci 
contacted Cambridge and implored von Moltke and Williams, who were busy trying to help 
Rodwin hire staff for the inchoate economic and social planning teams, to come to Venezuela 
immediately.88

Von Moltke and Williams arrived just in time to embark on a “crash program” to salvage the 
planning process. Without a complete professional staff, however, sophisticated land-use and 
cost-benefit analyses would have to wait until later, as von Moltke and Williams relied on old-
fashioned politicking and moral suasion to press their case. After quickly surveying the existing 
work and development area, they met with Ravard and convinced him to abort the bypass and to 
rethink the city center location because, as von Moltke recalled, it “was neither in a visually 
prominent site, nor in the line of the dominant channel of movement of the present or any con-
ceivable future city.”89 In an effort to appease their client, the pair of planners approved the 
bridge location across the Caroni, near the falls and the rapids, judging its location a natural 
spectacle and “an everpresent source of pleasure.”90

Next, von Moltke and Williams turned their attention to city design. A number of different 
possible configurations were considered and scrapped in the fall after updated economic and site 
assessment information became available. MIT’s Alexander Ganz, the newly appointed chief 
economist of the Guayana program, punched out data suggesting that a future city of 250,000 
was too small, and that one capable of accommodating three times that number would be closer 
to the mark. Global housing expert, MIT instructor, and Joint Center consultant Charles Abrams, 
Lloyd Rodwin’s close friend, former boss, and mentor, provided a “rather general, exploratory” 
assessment of the site area in January 1962. Abrams, whose previous trip to the CVG’s Caracas 
headquarters, in June 1960, had been interrupted by bursts of political violence and an (unsuc-
cessful) assassination attempt on President Betancourt, found his first visit to Ciudad Guayana 
proper just as discomfiting, if for different reasons.91 In the absence of “an authentic set of data 
from which to draw inferences,” Abrams improvised his way through the region “trying to locate 
informants and piece together the jig-saw of facts through dozens of interviews and the involu-
tions of language translations.” Twelve days on the ground was plenty long enough to convince 
Abrams to revise his original assumptions about the project, much as Appleyard and Martocci 
had done several months earlier. “The general impression I got before leaving for Venezuela,” 
Abrams wrote his Cambridge sponsors, somewhat bewildered, “was that the project involved 
building a new city from the ground up. Actually, it is a hybrid of already existing formations 
which will be administratively consolidated into a kind of regional city with a number of new and 
challenging additions.” In reality, this was a more demanding assignment, Abrams concluded, 
because “it calls for instant judgments and adjustments to unforeseen changes.” It was also an 
assignment that would not yield readily to a fixed master plan: “the planning team’s initial blue-
print will be doomed to disappointment.”92

In the spirit of Ganz’s and Abrams’s call for tactical flexibility, Frank Martocci outlined five 
alternative city designs in a May 15, 1962, memo to Williams. Three of them were barely consid-
ered before being dismissed: one called for “far western development,” or building beyond all 
existing settlements and industries in the vain hope of securing wholly uninhabited terrain; 
another called for “western development,” or building out from the existing Puerto Ordaz com-
munity and essentially abandoning the poorer east side of San Felix and its rancho colonies; and 
still another called for minimal to no planning, or a laissez-faire approach that Martocci awk-
wardly labeled “scatteration.” The remaining two designs had von Moltke’s fingerprints all over 
them. They called for a “balanced city” that clearly privileged the less populated, industrialized 
western half but imagined residents equally disbursed along both sides of the Caroní River with 
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a “City Center” smack in the middle.93 Von Moltke was most enthusiastic about this approach. 
He wrote Williams two days later on a related personnel matter in which he discussed at length 
the importance of “THE CENTER, the heart of the city.”94 This was the design finally approved.

Von Moltke’s preference for the “linear form” and a central hub mirrored the prevailing 
American city image ideal (Figure 5).95 It was one that he had helped create. In U.S. cities where 
von Moltke and the other members of the Joint Center had plied their trade, the city center had 
become a de rigueur design element of midcentury urbanity—a core piece of the city’s “legibil-
ity”—that, von Moltke declared, brought “[o]rder . . . freedom and enjoyment” to a city by mak-
ing it instantly accessible to inhabitants.96 There were the early trailblazers of the linear style like 
the Golden Triangle in Pittsburgh and the Downtown Loop in Chicago, followed closely by 
Constitution Plaza in Hartford, Charles Center in Baltimore, Gateway Center in Minneapolis, 
and, most importantly, Center City in Philadelphia, which von Moltke designed.97 In each case, 
planners relied on more or less the same plan to rejuvenate the downtown center: clearing slums 
and rooting out undesirables, then building massive, centrally located mixed-use spaces to attract 
businesses and shoppers from the suburbs, linking the periphery to the core with highways run-
ning in all directions.98

Minus the slum clearance, which they intended to avoid, this was the essence of the design 
that von Moltke and Williams applied to Ciudad Guayana.99 The Avenida Guayana would be 
the “central spine” that connected east to west and from which the rest of the city would flow. 
Extending from San Felix, across the Caroni, and beyond Puerto Ordaz to the heavy-industry 
base on the Western Plateau (home to the steel plant and the iron mines), the Avenida Guayana, 
von Moltke explained, “will not only provide order and a sense of unity, but will promote the 
image of Guayana as well-ordered and vital. It makes possible the growth of Guayana, and 
shapes the direction and form of this growth.”100 At the midpoint of the Avenida Guayana, but 
on the wealthier west side of the Caroni, would be the new Alta Vista city center (Figure 6). He 
selected this site for its desirable location as well as its arresting visual imagery. “[T]he centro 
. . . on the promontory of Alta Vista,” von Moltke explained, “form[s] a link to the Central 
Valley which embraces the rapids and falls of the Caroni, the unique and most significant natu-
ral event in the entire area.”101

Figure 5. The “linear form,” 1964.
Source: Illustration from Lloyd Rodwin, ed., Planning Urban Growth and Regional Development: The Experience of the 
Guayana Program of Venezuela (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1969), 139, courtesy MIT Press.
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For von Moltke, the center was the most important feature of the city—indeed, there could be 
no city without it, or, as he put it, “no ‘there’” there. He believed in the optical allure and aesthetic 
power of the city to attract “enterprises, professional and managerial skills, without which the 
raison d’etre of the city will fail, without which the industries cannot remain competitive on 
world markets.” The Alta Vista was where “significant and symbolic elements of the city must be 
concentrated—the seal of government, the first civic group, the unique cultural institutions, the 
best hotel and a center for communication. Thus it can become the agora, the meeting place for 
the leading professionals and technicians.” Above all, the “centro,” like Philadelphia’s Center 
City along Market St., next to the Delaware River, was to be the commercial center of the city—
the economic engine to make the whole thing go.102

All of these plans were highly speculative given that Ciudad Guayana was a paper city subject 
to on-the-fly alterations resulting from the unstable design environment, just as Abrams had 
warned. Over time, several design changes emerged that pushed the Joint Center’s team closer to 
what Donald Appleyard later called “pluralist city” planning, which sought to accommodate the 
presence of extant people and settlements.103 The biggest challenge that the Joint Center-CVG 
team faced was the inability to guarantee “inside-out” growth, or the gradual concentric or radial 
movement of people and businesses from the city center to outlying areas, widely regarded as the 
optimal arrangement for long-term, slum-free urban development. The problem stemmed from 
the fact that the “inside-out” method depended on the immediate relocation of businesses, shop-
ping centers, and highly trained, well-paid professionals to the city center. This method required 
a critical mass of pricey infrastructure and human capital to inflate property values, to secure the 
tax base, and to make the “centro” the place where everyone wanted to be, or so the theory went. 
Yet the CVG struggled to attract either the businesses or the urbane consumers required for this 
to happen, forcing the planning team to consider other options. American and Venezuelan busi-
nesses such as Sears Roebuck and Compañia Anónima Distribuidora de Alimentos (CADA), 

Figure 6. Alta vista center, Ciudad Guayana, 1965.
Source: Illustration from Lloyd Rodwin, ed., Planning Urban Growth and Regional Development: The Experience of the 
Guayana Program of Venezuela (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1969), 143, courtesy MIT Press.
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which the CVG had hoped would anchor the Alta Vista development, played hard to get. They 
held out for prime financial terms, biding their time renting cheaper space in the existing com-
mercial center of Puerto Ordaz and discovering that the longer they waited, the more leverage 
they had.104 Once retailers balked at the Alta Vista location, housing developers followed suit 
along with would-be residents, and as late as 1964 the Alta Vista was “vacant”—except for squat-
ters, whose presence raised the specter that the city center, like so many others before it, would 
end up rotten at the core. As one Joint Center analyst put it, this type of “inside-out” growth “cre-
ates undesirable residential settlement patterns that generate a need for urban renewal.”105

But the whole point of Ciudad Guayana was to avoid the need for urban renewal in the future. 
To head off this dreaded possibility, the Guayana program’s economic team adopted a land devel-
opment strategy known as “outside-in with corridors,” forcing a reconsideration of von Moltke’s 
“balanced city” design. Economist Anthony Downs, a senior vice president and treasurer of the 
Real Estate Research Corporation and a Joint Center consultant, outlined the finer points of the 
approach. “The basic concept,” he wrote,

is to anticipate future growth by building each type of residential settlement in the location that will 
prove “ultimately” desirable after the city has become very much larger than it is now. . . . Hence 
low-density and low-quality housing would be located relatively far from downtown, in a ring of 
settlements encircling it. Higher-density settlements—such as moderate-rise and high-rise 
apartments—would be placed closer to downtown, with the highest density ones closest.106

In other words, the Joint Center-CVG team decided to forego center city development until a 
later date, working around what was already there, and in particular focusing on building out 
Ciudad Guayana by using San Felix and Puerto Ordaz as subcenters. While the Caroni Bridge 
and the Avenida Guayana projected the semblance of a fluid metropolitan space, in the long run, 
the “corridors” approach actually cemented inherited socioeconomic divisions and housing pat-
terns to protect the wealthier west side, and the struggling Alta Vista business district, which, in 
time, did attract private developers, from squatter colonies (Figure 7). This was MIT anthropolo-
gist Lisa Peattie’s conclusion. Peattie, a young Joint Center researcher who embedded herself and 
her family in the La Laja barrio from 1962 to 1964, reported twenty years later that east side of 
Ciudad Guayana remained the poor side of town—“a vast proliferation of shantytown settle-
ments spreading” in every direction.107

Figure 7. Dalla Costa rancho colony, ca. 1964.
Source: Photograph from Lloyd Rodwin, ed., Planning Urban Growth and Regional Development: The Experience of the 
Guayana Program of Venezuela (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1969), 30, courtesy MIT Press.
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Initially justified on economic development grounds, the corridors model entrenched housing 
segregation in the metropolitan space. Although some amount of squatting was deemed unavoid-
able, the corridor approach, by designating official squatter areas, attempted to thwart random 
rancho colonies, especially in areas intended for commercial or industrial development, such as 
Alta Vista. For its part, the CVG approved of the experimental housing program and to enclosing 
squatters in zoned corridors since enfranchised squatters could not by law be dislodged without 
compensation from land, public or private, occupied for a year or more.108 Predictably, the 
approved squatter sites were placed in the existing slums east of the Caroni, near San Felix—
Dalla Costa, Las Laja, and El Roble, site of a pilot public housing project known as Mejoramiento 
Urbano Progresivo. This was all according to plan. By setting aside semi-improved land on 
which squatters could build homes, then providing them with long-term mortgage financing, 
materials, and access to contractors, “Venezuela’s new city should be able to avoid the customary 
belt of peripheral slum developments without resorting to extensive acquisitions of adjoining 
lands and reliance on police controls to discourage unauthorized building on the city’s fringes.”109 
At least this was the CVG’s hope for its “shack replacement program.”110

With city center development temporarily on hold, Von Moltke and his assistant designer, 
William Porter of the Philadelphia planning office, tackled the design of the El Roble squatter 
corridor, known as neighborhood unit 2 (unidad vecinal). Their plan for unit 2 reflected the 
American suburban ideal. It included curvilinear roads and cul-de-sacs and the deliberate separa-
tion of vehicular and pedestrian traffic; low-density, four-bedroom units with a patio, garden, and 
street parking; ample public space with abundant plantings to facilitate social contact and recre-
ation; and an elementary school in close proximity (Figure 8). And all of it was organized around 
von Moltke’s favorite design element in miniature form: the center. “The community center,” he 
wrote in a file memorandum of ideas for El Roble, “is served by a ring road with adjacent parking 
areas and services areas where needed. Completely separate will be the pedestrian circulation 
system, which is centered on a series of open spaces, designed as a focus for community activi-
ties. The area includes a shopping center and service industries, a lyceum and adjacent recreation 
areas, a small inn and community hall, a church and school and offices for municipal and state 
administration.” This layout, von Moltke matter-of-factly surmised, “will assist in fostering 
social structure and community spirit.”111

Figure 8. El Roble housing project design, 1961.
Source: Illustration from Lloyd Rodwin, ed., Planning Urban Growth and Regional Development: The Experience of the 
Guayana Program of Venezuela (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1969), 257, courtesy MIT Press.
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That the prospective inhabitants of the El Roble project shared few characteristics with typical 
American suburbanites was not entirely lost on the designers, who leavened their pie-in-the-sky 
plan with a dose of hard-earned reality. Von Moltke knew that the success of El Roble, if not the 
rest of Ciudad Guayana, hinged on the availability of broad-based social services and program-
ming to help Venezuela’s poor, uneducated labor force. New buildings and modern infrastructure 
alone would not suffice. Nor would industrialization effortlessly lead to urbanization and mod-
ernization, as Walt Rostow’s then widely circulated modernization theory promised.112 Rodwin 
and the rest of the Joint Center contingent, including von Moltke, believed that the new arrivals 
would founder, and Ciudad Guayana would too, in the absence of adequate health care, education 
institutions, and economic redistribution. While the Joint Center espoused value-free planning, 
the reality on the ground was something else entirely, casting doubt on the possibilities of design-
ing, as Appelyard put it, an “objective city.”113 In a memo to Williams on April 26, 1962, the 
usually prolix von Moltke tersely spelled out the reasons for an “action program” in the El Roble 
corridor: “Unless physical planning is followed by an action program, it will fail. Unless guid-
ance is given during construction, development will be disorganized; unless economic assistance 
and social guidance is provided, El Roble will not achieve its objectives.”114

From the start, the El Roble pilot project was beset with problems because the CVG was pri-
marily concerned with economic development, not social welfare, and it only invested in the 
latter if it impinged on the former.115 Joint Center planners, then and later, detailed the troubles 
with the El Roble project.116 So did sympathetic CVG planners. Julio Silva, a native Venezuelan, 
prepared one of the first studies of the El Roble program. He detailed the program’s lack of coor-
dination, absence of political backing, and morass of administrative inefficiency in the hope of 
creating better “policies for the future.”117 He sent his three-month intensive study, which 
included personal interviews, site visits, and photographs, to Cambridge in November 1964. The 
report enumerated the “aspects that should be changed or improved and some which should be 
eliminated.”118 A majority of the problems were bureaucratic in nature and, Silva thought, con-
nected to the CVG’s ham-handed management style. Initially reluctant to get involved in housing 
because it was a secondary concern to economic development, the CVG ceded control to the 
government housing agency (Banco Obrero) rather than create a local-level U.S.-style urban 
development authority, as was suggested by the American planners.119 Although the CVG would 
eventually come around to the idea of local administration, the immediate decision to run the 
housing program out of Caracas meant reams of red tape for settlers. Proof of employment and a 
monthly income of 300 Bolívars (Bs.) ($75 U.S. dollars) was the biggest hurdle for most squat-
ters, since unemployment in El Roble and other rancho settlements ran as high as 50 percent, and 
over 70 percent of squatters reported incomes less than 200 Bs. These requirements placed an El 
Roble housing unit well out of reach of most squatters, who were too poor to even afford subsi-
dized housing.120

Other delays awaited migrants lucky enough to find work and survive the screening process. 
The building phase dragged on over months rather than weeks, even though the simple brick-
and-mortar, tin-roof dwellings were scarcely different from the shacks and lean-to structures they 
replaced. Meanwhile, confusion proliferated around the contractual terms of the program, espe-
cially the “self-help housing program” and the Materials Credit Plan that supported it. This pro-
gram offered squatters the chance to use their own sweat equity and to access low-interest 
financing to purchase construction supplies.121 Few squatters made use of this “very attractive 
opportunity,” however, because they did not understand “the meaning of paying a fixed monthly 
payment from their income.”122 Consequently, after one year of operation, Silva found that “only 
one tenth of the planned lots with public services were realized, and the production of housing, 
either on the Materials Credit Plan or of the basic type, was very reduced.”123 And the housing 
that was constructed bore little resemblance to the suburban ideal that had captivated von Moltke 
and his fellow designers. After getting their hands on a lot, most squatters improved it in the least 
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expensive, quickest possible way, moving in before construction was finished, then living “under 
extremely precarious conditions” that never really changed.124 In the end, all the soaring sky-
scrapers and dazzling industrial projects in the world could not hide the bedrock poverty on 
which Ciudad Guayana had been built.

Conclusion

Bridging the separate worlds of the campus and the “real world” that lay beyond motivated mul-
tidisciplinary entrepreneurs to build centers at American universities after World War II. The 
Joint Center for Urban Studies of MIT and Harvard University stood at the forefront of this 
movement, uniting two powerful institutions and providing the nascent urban studies field with 
a space in which to examine the past and future of the modern metropolis. The chief architects of 
the Joint Center—Lloyd Rodwin, Martin Meyerson, and the Ford Foundation’s Paul Ylvisaker—
wanted to develop an urban studies method that balanced the interests of urban planners with the 
felt needs of urban dwellers. As this essay has shown, however, the Joint Center’s one and only 
overseas project, in Ciudad Guayana, proved much more challenging than anticipated, not only 
revealing the limits of translational social research but also of the center model itself. From a 
long-range perspective, the Joint Center—which gradually narrowed its research focus to U.S. 
housing studies and abandoned its inter-university structure—turned out to be far more adept at 
building the field of urban studies than building cities in faraway regions of South America.125

Rodwin, for his part, was chastened by the experience of the Guayana program. Writing from 
his Cambridge perch, in 1969, several years after the Venezuelan contract expired, he could do no 
better than judge the project “somewhat successful.”126 At root, he thought that the different plan-
ning styles of the Joint Center and CVG had prevented the achievement of more favorable results. 
The Venezuelan government’s quest for economic growth at any cost compromised the “welfare 
goals” central to the Joint Center’s humane urban studies method.127 “Behind these disagree-
ments,” Rodwin claimed, “lay a basic difference in attitudes toward the people of the region.”128

To be sure, the problem of “the people” had motivated Rodwin and Meyerson, with Ylvisaker’s 
prodding, to form the Joint Center to begin with. What Rodwin had forgotten, or ignored, was 
that the Joint Center signed on with the CVG and headed to rural Venezuela because they believed 
that very few inhabitants lived in the region. The supposedly exceptional circumstances of 
Ciudad Guayana—government ownership and low population density—offered the Joint Center 
a unique opportunity, unavailable in the United States, to construct a city without slums or the 
dilemma of urban renewal that slums portended. However, the Joint Center’s foray to South 
America did not unfold as planned, and before they got the chance to really use their multidisci-
plinary method, they had to modify it. Caught off guard by a lack of good information and 
blinded by their own design biases, once the squatters moved in, the planning team was forced to 
confront a painful truth: when it came to “the people,” the difference between the Joint Center 
and their Venezuelan counterparts was not so great after all.
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